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Abstract: Stable isotope ratios of nitrogen (δ15N) and carbon (δ13C) are ubiquitous ecological tracers
used to elucidate an organism’s diet and habitat. However, the application of stable isotope ratios
to reconstruct a consumer’s ecology relies upon accurate rates for isotopic turnover at both a tissue
and species-specific level. This study estimated isotope turnover rates and trophic discrimination
factors in four different tissues (liver, digestive tissue, muscle, and skin) with variable metabolic
activity in winter flounder Pseudopleuronectes americanus using a controlled diet-switch experiment.
Differences in half-lives were noted among the tissues and between the experimental diets for both
δ15N and δ13C. The experimental diets of krill and mysis had variability in nutritional composition,
resulting in similar turnovers in δ15N but slower turnovers in δ13C for fish fed krill. Turnovers in
both δ15N and δ13C were strongly influenced by metabolism, with the contribution reaching up to
98%, as fish exhibited minimal overall growth. The results of this study demonstrate the importance
of considering differences in the catabolic activity of tissue maintenance for fish exhibiting minimal
growth, as well as differences in metabolic assimilation of dietary sources that vary in their protein
and lipid contents.

Keywords: winter flounder; mysis; krill; stable isotope; tissue turnover

Key Contribution: Isotopic tissue turnover was a function of metabolic activity as opposed to growth.

1. Introduction

Understanding a consumer’s diet is critical to determining trophic interactions and
habitat usage across aquatic ecosystems, and stable isotopes provide a useful method of
exploring foraging locations and compositions. Naturally occurring stable isotopes of ni-
trogen (δ15N) and carbon (δ13C) are ubiquitous ecological tracers that have been effectively
used to elucidate energy pathways related to an organism’s diet and habitat [1–3]. Stable
isotope values of δ15N and δ13C vary across different regions owing to baseline variations
in biogeochemical and oceanographic processes [2,4–6]. The unique location-based isotopic
components of primary producers are assimilated by consumers in predictable ways, where
δ15N values approximate the trophic level and δ13C values indicate the primary carbon
sources, allowing inferences on the trophic ecology and foraging location to be made [6–8].

When applying stable isotope analysis in field studies, the temporal resolution and
specific rates of isotopic fractionation between the diet and the consumer’s tissues are often
uncertain [9,10]. It cannot be assumed that the tissue is in isotopic equilibrium with that
of its prey, as many wild organisms diversify their dietary sources. When an organism’s
diet changes over time, there is a delay in equilibration between the stable isotope ratios
(SIRs) in a consumer’s tissues with those of its prey [5]. The time required to reach isotopic
equilibrium varies among species and individual tissues [11,12]. Isotopic turnover is driven
by catabolic and anabolic processes as a function of growth and metabolism. Thus, having
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empirically determined rates for isotopic turnover is critical to draw accurate conclusions
in the field on both a species and tissue-specific level.

Tissue turnover rates can be lab-validated with controlled feeding experiments using
isotopically distinct prey and exploring SIRs in consumer tissues across time. Once an
organism is at equilibrium with their diet, switching to an isotopically distinct prey under
controlled conditions can be used to estimate the rate at which the new prey has been
incorporated into the consumer’s tissues. This is accomplished by sampling tissues at
different time points following a diet switch [10,13–15]. The rate at which the turnover
occurs depends on both the growth of the organism, which is a function of the mass
and length gain and the addition of new tissue, and the metabolism, which replaces the
pre-existing tissues with newly assimilated materials from the diet [14–18].

As benthic predators, flounder are critical for transferring energy from zoobenthos
to larger predators [19]. Rates of isotopic change across life history stages have been ex-
plored for various species of flounder, including Paralichthys dentatus (summer flounder),
Paralichthys olivaceus (Japanese flounder), and Pseudopleuronectes yokohamae (marbled floun-
der) [10,14,20–22]. Pseudopleuronectes americanus (winter flounder) is a species of economic
importance in the Gulf of Maine, and the Saco River Estuary (SRE) is known to provide
habitat for all life stages of winter flounder, including important nursery areas for juvenile
fish [23–27]. Though previous work has characterized the ecology and movement of winter
flounder in the SRE, the trophic interactions of these fish have yet to be investigated. The
SRE represents an ecologically important habitat for many species, particularly as stock
distributions are trending northward in response to climate change [28–30].

Establishing lab-validated rates of isotopic turnover in juvenile winter flounder will
facilitate the application of stable isotope analysis to better understand SRE food webs.
Through a controlled diet switch experiment, we explored fractionation values and de-
termined turnover rates of multiple tissues, including the liver, digestive tract, muscle,
and skin. We hypothesized that tissues with a higher metabolic activity would exhibit the
shortest turnover times, such that the liver and digestive tissue would reach equilibrium
with the new diets the quickest, followed by the muscle tissue, with the skin as the slowest
to turn over. We also investigated the influence of growth and metabolism on the isotopic
turnover in each tissue. Because this experiment took place over the winter, we expected
the winter flounder to experience minimal growth. It was, therefore, hypothesized that
any tissue turnover would be due to metabolic activity as opposed to the synthesis of new
tissues. These lab-validated tissue turnover rates can be used to enhance models used in
the field to explore trophic interactions specific to winter flounder in the SRE.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Diet Selection

A literature review was conducted to determine the preferred diets of flounder main-
tained in captivity [20–22,31,32]. These diets included Atlantic silverside (Menidia menidia),
mysis shrimp (Mysida sp.), krill (Euphausiacea sp.), and sand lance (Ammodytes americanus).
All the potential diets were commercially purchased and analyzed for stable isotope compo-
sitions to determine which diet would lead to sufficient variation in SIRs. Of the four diets
analyzed, silverside, krill, and mysis shrimp were selected based on the largest absolute
difference in isotopic signatures.

2.2. Experimental Design

Thirty-four juvenile winter flounder (P. americanus) were obtained from Biddeford
Pool via bottom trawling from 10 October to 4 November 2021. The procedures followed
the University of New England IACUC protocol #072121-018. The fish were transferred to
the laboratory in aerated coolers filled with seawater. After the transfer, all the fish were
measured for total length (cm) and wet weight or mass (g), using a fish board and a scale.
Two winter flounders were then sacrificed to obtain baseline δ15N and δ13C values for wild
winter flounders. The fish were placed in freezer storage at −20 ◦C until processing for
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stable isotope analysis. The remaining 32 individuals were split randomly between two
tanks. The tank volume was 0.777 m3 for tank A and 0.443 m3 for tank B, and the water
quality was maintained with flow-through seawater from the SRE. Two daily measurements
of dissolved oxygen (DO), salinity, and temperature (◦C) were recorded. Both groups were
fed commercially obtained Atlantic silversides (Hikari Sales USA Inc., Hayward, CA, USA),
containing 9.5% crude protein and 2.8% crude fat, at 5% of the total biomass of each
group five days a week from 5 November 2021 until 14 March 2022 (129 days) to approach
equilibrium with a diet of known isotopic composition.

2.3. Diet Switch

Prior to switching from the silverside diet to the isotopically distinct diets, all the
winter flounder were measured for length and mass and divided based on size classes.
The winter flounder were then immersed in an oxytetracycline bath of 500 mg in 1 L of
seawater for six hours to mark otoliths for age and growth studies [33].

Individuals were then randomly assigned to treatment tanks to redistribute the total
body mass, and feeding quantities were adjusted based on the new total biomass in each
tank. Two randomly selected organisms were sacrificed, and tissues were excised and
frozen to confirm that isotopic equilibrium had been approached with the silverside diet.

The remaining 12 individuals in each group (n = 24 in total) were given either commer-
cially purchased mysis shrimp (San Francisco Bay Brand Inc., San Franscisco, CA, USA) or
krill (Hikari Sales USA, Inc., Hayward, CA, USA), which were confirmed to be isotopically
distinct and verified as successful in-captivity diets through a literature review. The mysis
contained 6% crude protein and less than 0.5% crude fat, while the krill contained 3.2%
crude protein and a minimum of 0.5% crude fat. A control group was not included because
it is accepted that fish kept on a constant diet do not have isotopic value changes [31].
The fish were sacrificed, and tissues were excised and frozen at times (ti) 7, 21, 42, 70, 105,
and 147 d after the diet switch. Samples of the diets were also analyzed at the start of the
experiment to confirm the consistent stable isotope composition (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the experimental method, from winter flounder acquisition
to diet equilibration, diet switch, and tissue sampling. Unforeseen natural mortalities occurred on
November 18, 2021 (n = 3); 20 November 2021 (n = 1); and 22 November 2021 (n = 2). Masses, lengths,
and photographs were taken upon discovering the mortalities, and the organisms were placed in
the storage freezer until further processing for stable isotope analysis. From 22 November, there
were 13 individuals in each experimental tank. These 26 total individuals were fed an adjusted diet
comprising 5% of the total tank biomass in commercially purchased silversides until Day 0 of the diet
switch experiment. Winter flounder are known to decrease feeding and metabolizing over the winter,
so it was expected that minimal growth would occur during this season.

2.4. Stable Isotope Sample Preparation and Analysis

The frozen fish were thawed using tap water [31,32], and the total length (mm) and
mass (g) of the individuals were measured. The otoliths were then removed for growth
analysis [33], and muscle, skin, liver, and digestive tissues were excised and dried in a
freeze drier (Labconco, Kansas City, MO, USA) for 48 hours at −4 ◦C. These tissues were
chosen because they represent a range of metabolic activity that contributes to isotopic
turnover [14]. The dried tissues were then ground into a fine powder, and a homoge-
nized subsample of ~0.8–1.2 mg was packaged in a 4 mm × 6 mm tin capsule for stable
isotope analysis.
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∆15N and δ13C values, ‰ carbon, and ‰ nitrogen were measured on an Isoprime
isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Elementar, Ronkonkoma, NY, USA) at the University
of New Hampshire Stable Isotope Laboratory. The masses of carbon and nitrogen in the
powdered tissue samples were measured and converted to moles to calculate the final C:N
ratio. Isotope data (precision ~0.2‰) were reported relative to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite
(VPDB) and atmospheric N2 for carbon and nitrogen, respectively, in δ notation as follows:

δX = [(Rsample/Rstandard) − 1] × 1000 (1)

where X is 13C or 15N, and R is the ratio of 13C/12C or 15N/14N [6,34].

2.5. Modeling

All the statistical analyses were performed in RStudio (version 4.0.3, R Foundation for
Statistical Computing) and in PRISM (GraphPad, version 9.1.2, 225, San Diego, CA, USA).
To evaluate growth over the course of the experiment, changes in mass for each fish were
estimated using the growth model established by Fry and Arnold (1982) [15]:

WR = Wt/Wi (2)

where WR represents the growth relative to the initial mass when the final mass, Wt, is
divided by the initial mass, Wi.

The isotopic turnover in each tissue was modeled as a function of time after the diet
switch had occurred, where day 7 after the diet switch was used as the starting point. The
tissue turnover rate was assessed using the Hesslin et al. (1993) time-based model [35]:

δt = δf + (δi - δf)e − (k + m)t (3)

where δi represents the mean initial isotope value at day 7 of the diet switch, δf represents
the final isotope value of the tissue at day 147, k represents the exponential growth constant,
and m is the coefficient of the isotopic turnover. K was unable to be calculated as the winter
flounder experienced minimal growth over the experimental period; therefore, k values
were estimated from a diet switch that used a similar model species [12]. High (k = 0.01),
low (k = 0.001), and zero (k = 0) exponential growth constants were selected to cover a range
of potential growth. When fitted to a curve, δi was constrained to the mean isotope value
at day 7, and δf was constrained to the mean isotope value at day 147. Each tissue and
isotope were assessed at each k value to estimate the effect of using different growth rates.
Growth-based turnover rates were then derived from the time-based model estimates of δf
to determine the length of time needed to achieve a percentage turnover in C and N. This
was calculated using the model established by Tieszen et al. (1983) [36]:

Tα/100 = ln (1 − α/100)/(k + m) (4)

where the variables are the same as those in Equation 1. Growth-based turnover rates were
evaluated for both α = 50%, representing the amount of growth needed for a 50% conversion
from the initial isotope values to the final isotope values, and α = 95%, representing the
amount of growth needed for a full-tissue turnover. The percentage contribution of the
metabolic turnover (MTO) to the overall tissue turnover was determined with the equation:

MTO = m/k + m (5)

Under each diet, each tissue was assessed for discrimination factors of ∆13C and ∆15N
between the tissue and diet, using an equation established by Minagawa and Wada [37]:

∆tissue = δtissue - δdiet (6)
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where δtissue and δdiet represent the final stable isotope value of the tissue at day 147 and
mean isotope value of the diet, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Experimental Design

The environmental data revealed low temperatures, particularly during the winter
months, ranging from 2.1 to 17 ◦C in Tank A and from 3.8 to 17 ◦C in Tank B. Generally,
consistent salinity (mean/s.d.) and DO levels were recorded in both Tank A and Tank B
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen parameters through the duration of the feeding
experiment. Red dashed line indicates the date of the diet switch (t = 0). Tank A was switched to krill,
and Tank B was switched to mysis shrimp.

Across the experimental period, minimal growth occurred in either the mass or length
of each fish, with Wr values < 1 indicating mass loss (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of sampling regime for P. americanus during experimental feeding trial, including
total length initial (TLi, cm), total length final (TLt, cm), initial mass (Wi, g), final mass (Wt, g), mass
change (WR, g), time point of sampling (t, days), and treatment (Tx).

TLi TLt Wi Wt WR t Tx

P_ame09 15 15.6 46.9 42.4 0.9 7 krill
P_ame10 14 14.5 36.8 39.9 1.08 7 krill
P_ame11 15.3 15.2 47.2 46.3 0.98 7 mysis
P_ame12 14 14.2 35.9 33 0.92 7 mysis
P_ame13 17.2 16.5 65.9 59.2 0.9 21 krill
P_ame14 15.4 14.7 58 54.3 0.94 21 krill
P_ame15 15.4 15 40.7 38.4 0.94 21 mysis
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Table 1. Cont.

TLi TLt Wi Wt WR t Tx

P_ame16 15.3 15.5 46.1 44.3 0.96 21 mysis
P_ame17 15 13.5 47 33.5 0.71 42 krill
P_ame18 13.2 12.1 23.7 23.3 0.98 42 krill
P_ame19 14.2 14.3 36.2 33.9 0.94 42 mysis
P_ame20 10.8 12 16.3 16.1 0.99 42 mysis
P_ame21 9.4 8.4 9.1 8.4 0.93 70 krill
P_ame22 13.6 13.7 19.8 39.1 1.98 70 krill
P_ame23 10.1 10.7 12.3 13.7 1.11 70 mysis
P_ame24 12 11.8 23 19.9 0.86 70 mysis
P_ame25 11 13.2 15.3 33.2 2.18 105 krill
P_ame26 10.2 11 16 23.6 1.47 105 krill
P_ame27 10.4 10.6 12.4 12.5 1.01 105 mysis
P_ame28 10.3 11.4 14 17.4 1.24 105 mysis
P_ame29 11.3 16.9 27.3 1.61 147 krill
P_ame30 9.2 12.51 10.1 9.9 0.99 147 krill
P_ame31 8.7 9.3 6.7 7.9 1.19 147 mysis
P_ame32 10 10.7 12.7 11.6 0.91 147 mysis

The wild winter flounder were given a diet of silversides, with an average δ15N value
of 20.2‰ and an average δ13C value of −28.4‰, to equilibrate isotopic values in the tissues
for 129 days. Following the stabilization period, the δ15N values of the wild winter flounder
increased, while δ13C values decreased to approach the isotopic values of the initial diet in
all the tissues (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Biplots displaying average δ13C vs. δ15N values of each tissue sampled when fish were
first transferred to the laboratory, to represent wild fish at day 0 (solid symbols), and after 129 days
on the stabilizing diet of silverside (open symbols). Solid circles represent the isotopic values of the
silverside (black), krill (dark gray), and mysis (light gray) diets fed to the fish.

3.2. Diet Switch

Following the stabilization period, the fish were randomized and placed in two
experimental groups, where Tank A was given krill, and Tank B was given mysis shrimp.
For Tank A fish, 148 days on the krill diet resulted in a substantial decrease in δ15N values.
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All the tissues decreased in δ15N values to approach the δ15N value of the krill at 5.12‰
(±0.2). Apart from the liver tissues, the δ13C values in the other tissues similarly decreased
to approach the δ13C values of the krill at −26.2‰ (±1.1). Interestingly, the liver tissues
had a slight increase in the δ13C value from an average of −26.31‰ (±1.04) to −25.75‰
(±2) (Table 2, Figure 4).

Table 2. Initial (t = 7) and final (t = 148) isotope values and C:N ratios for δ15N and δ13C in each tissue
in winter flounder given a diet from silverside to krill.

δ15Ninitial δ13Cinitial C:Ninitial δ15Nfinal δ13Cfinal C:Nfinal

Diet Silverside 20.6 −29.6 3.6 Krill 5.1 −26.2 4
Winter

flounder
tissue

Liver 19 −26.3 4.8
Winter

flounder
tissue

Liver 7 −25.8 4.3

Digestive 17.8 −25.8 3.7 Digestive 5.9 −27.1 5.1
Muscle 15.6 −20.9 3.3 Muscle 11.2 −23.7 3.2

Skin 15.5 −20.4 3.2 Skin 10.4 −24.2 3.4
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For the Tank B fish on the mysis diet, the δ15N values did decrease, but less substan-
tially than those in the Tank A fish. After 148 days on the mysis shrimp diet, the δ15N value
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of all the tissues decreased to approach that of the diet at 10.2‰ (±0.2). The δ13C values
did substantially increase in all the fish tissues, in some cases increasing above the average
δ13C value of the diet at −21.2‰ (±0.2) (Table 3, Figure 4).

Table 3. Initial (t = 7) and final (t = 148) isotope values and C:N ratios for δ15N and δ13C in each tissue
in winter flounder switched from a diet of silverside to mysis.

δ15Ninitial δ13Cinitial C:Ninitial δ15Nfinal δ13Cfinal C:Nfinal

Diet Silverside 20.6 −29.6 3.6 Mysis 10.18 −21.145 4
Winter

flounder
tissue

Liver 17.4 −26.7 5.6
Winter

flounder
tissue

Liver 12.7 −19.6 3.7

Digestive 17.9 −25.3 4.2 Digestive 11.9 −21.3 4.6
Muscle 17.4 −22.2 3.3 Muscle 12.8 −18.9 3.1

Skin 17.9 −25.3 4.8 Skin 13.4 −18.7 3.1

3.3. Modeling

For each diet, the isotopic turnover in δ15N and δ13C in each tissue was modeled as a
function of time, using non-linear curve fitting for high, low, and zero growth coefficients
(k) to determine the coefficient of the isotopic turnover (m) and the time required to turn
over 50% (t50) and 95% (t95). The isotope turnover rates were the same regardless of the
growth rate used in the model; therefore, only the medium k = 0.001 results are reported
as this scenario most closely resembled actual fish growth. The model in the low growth
scenario fit the data well for δ15N, with r2 values ranging from 0.60 to 0.91 for both diets.
The ∆13C models did not fit the data as well, with r2 values ranging from 0.04 to 0.75 for
the krill diet and from 0.34 to 0.91 for the mysis diet (Table 4).

Table 4. Estimated tissue turnover rates t50 and t95 (days) for winter flounder switched to a diet of
krill or mysis for 148 days, with an exponential growth constant of k = 0.001. Here, m is the coefficient
of the isotopic turnover, r2 indicates the model fit, t50 is the number of days required for 50% of the
isotopic turnover to occur, and t95 is the number of days required for 95% of the isotopic turnover to
occur. The percentage contribution of the metabolism to the tissue turnover (MTO) ranged from 85 to
98%. The carbon model parameters for the liver tissues in the krill-fed fish were unstable (italic font).

Isotope Diet Tissue m r2 t50 t95 MTO

δ15N

Krill

Liver 0.0200 0.87 33 142 0.95
Digestive 0.0262 0.93 25 110 0.96
Muscle 0.0221 0.58 30 130 0.96

Skin 0.0206 0.75 32 138 0.95

Mysis

Liver 0.0184 0.94 36 154 0.95
Digestive 0.0138 0.6 47 202 0.93
Muscle 0.0152 0.72 43 185 0.94

Skin 0.0369 0.67 18 79 0.97

δ13C

Krill

Liver −0.0046 0.04 −191 −827 1.28
Digestive 0.0059 0.15 100 433 0.86
Muscle 0.0111 0.75 57 248 0.92

Skin 0.0058 0.59 102 439 0.85

Mysis

Liver 0.0205 0.91 32 139 0.95
Digestive 0.0506 0.51 13 58 0.98
Muscle 0.0065 0.34 93 401 0.87

Skin 0.0450 0.81 15 65 0.98

3.4. Nitrogen

The coefficient of the isotopic turnover, m, was higher in all the tissues for the fish
in Tank A on the krill diet compared to those on the mysis diet, except for the skin tissue,
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where m was substantially higher for the fish in Tank B. The rate of tissue turnover varied
between the diets. For the Tank A fish fed the krill, the turnover in δ15N was the fastest in
the digestive tissues (t50 = 25), followed by the muscle (t50 = 30), skin (t50 = 32), and, finally,
the liver (t50 = 33) as the slowest. The Tank B fish fed the mysis had a different hierarchy,
with the turnover occurring slower in all the tissues except the skin when compared with
the Tank A fish. For the Tank B fish, the slowest turnover occurred in the digestive tissue
(t50 = 47), followed by the muscle (t50 = 43), liver (t50 = 36), and, finally, the skin (t50 = 18),
with the quickest among all the tissues for both treatments. (Table 2, Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Isotopic turnover in δ15N values for each tissue modeled as a function of time after the
diet switch had occurred across the 147-day experimental period for fish fed krill (left, open circles)
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model estimates to determine t50 for each tissue (top right corner); 95% confidence intervals and r2

values are included to indicate model fit.
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The contribution of the metabolism (MTO) to the overall tissue turnover was substan-
tial for both experimental groups. The metabolism accounted for a range of 95–96% for the
fish given the krill and from 93 to 97% for fish fed the mysis (Table 2).

3.5. Carbon

The coefficient of the isotopic turnover, m, was lower in all the tissues for the fish in
Tank A on the krill diet compared to those on the mysis diet, except for the muscle tissue,
where m was substantially lower for the fish in Tank B. The rate of tissue turnover was
highly variable between the diets, particularly between the tissues of the fish in Tank B. For
the Tank A fish fed the krill, the turnover in δ13C was fastest in the muscle tissues (t50 = 57),
followed by the digestive (t50 = 100) and skin (t50 = 102) tissues. The liver tissues exhibited
an uneven pattern of turnover, resulting in negative turnover rates. The turnover in δ13C
for the fish in tank B on the mysis diet occurred much quicker compared to those in tank
A and showed a different hierarchy. The turnover occurred very quickly in the digestive
tissues (t50 = 13) and skin (t50 = 15), followed by the liver (t50 = 32), and, finally, muscle
tissue, with a much slower turnover (t50 = 93) (Table 2, Figure 6).
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circles) diets. Growth-based turnover rates were then derived from the time-based model estimates
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The MTO for δ13C exhibited a greater range than the MTO for δ15N for both experi-
mental groups across all four tissues. The metabolism accounted for a range of 85–92% for
the fish given the krill, excluding the liver tissue. For the fish given the mysis, the MTO
ranged from 86 to 98% for δ13C (Table 2).

3.6. Tissue Discrimination Factors

For the fish in tank A on the krill diet, TDFs (∆ δ15N and ∆ δ13C) ranged from 0.8
to 6.1 for δ15N and from 0.4 to 2.5 for δ13C. ∆ δ15N was the highest in the muscle tissue,
followed by the skin, liver, and digestive tissues. The opposite trend was found for ∆ δ13C;
the muscle tissue had the highest TDF value, followed by the skin, liver, and digestive
tissues.

Different TDFs were found for the fish in tank B given the mysis, where ∆ δ15N values
ranged from 1.72 to 3.22 and ∆ δ13C values ranged from −0.15 to 2.45. In this group, both
∆ δ15N and ∆ δ13C values were the highest in skin, followed by the muscle, liver, and
digestive tissues (Table 5).

Table 5. Tissue discrimination factors (TDF = δtissue final–δdiet) for δ15N and δ13C values in each tissue
in winter flounder on the krill and mysis diets.

Tissue Krill Mysis

∆ δ15N ∆ δ13C ∆ δ15N ∆ δ13C

Liver 1.90 0.40 2.52 1.55
Digestive 0.80 −0.90 1.72 −0.15
Muscle 6.10 2.50 2.62 2.25
Skin 5.30 2.00 3.22 2.45

4. Discussion

This study estimated isotopic turnover rates in four different tissues for juvenile winter
flounder, using a controlled diet-switch experiment. Our results exemplify how a diet
change results in isotopic tissue turnover; however, the mechanism of the isotopic turnover
differs from those in previous studies on flounder species [14]. The winter flounder in this
study experienced minimal growth, preventing the calculation of an exponential growth
constant (k) as there was little to no change in the average total lengths and masses of the
fish sampled over time. Values for k were, therefore, estimated from a diet switch in a model
marine species, the juvenile Atlantic croaker (Micropogonias undulatus) [12] to model tissue
turnover in high-, low-, and no-growth scenarios. Our winter flounder did not exhibit high
growth during the experimental period; therefore, we present and discuss the low-growth
scenario (k = 0.001) as it most closely resembles the actual experimental conditions. Owing
to the lack of growth, the isotopic turnover that occurred during this study can be attributed
to metabolic activity in existing tissues as opposed to the production of new tissues, in
contrast with previous studies on juvenile winter flounder [14].

4.1. Tissue Turnover
4.1.1. Nitrogen

As expected, the rates of tissue turnover varied among tissues in relation to differences
in metabolic activity. For the fish on the krill diet, the digestive tissue had the shortest
half-life (26 days), followed by the skin (32 days) and muscle (30 days), with the longest
half-life in the liver tissue (33 days); however, the turnover rates were very similar within
20–30 days for each tissue. Although we would expect the most metabolically active tissue
to have the quickest turnover, Matley et al. [38] found that when the isotopic turnover
was influenced primarily by the metabolism in adult, non-growing coral groupers (Plec-
tropomus leopardus), the skin did, in fact, have the shortest half-life, while muscle had the
longest turnover.
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In contrast, the winter flounder given the mysis diet had the quickest turnover in
skin tissues (18 days), followed by the liver (36 days) and muscle (43 days), with the
slowest turnover in digestive tissues (47 days). The results for the winter flounder on the
mysis diet are more consistent with those in previous work on various flounder species. A
similar laboratory diet-switch study found consistency in isotopic turnover rates, where
the liver tissue always had the shortest half-life (10 days) and the muscle tissue the slowest
(85 days) [10]. In that previous study, the muscle tissue turnover was indicated to have
been a result of growth processes, while similar time-based models that explored MTO
attributed the isotopic turnover in the liver to be over 90% owing to metabolic activity. The
MTO values reported herein are consistent with Buchheister and Latour’s [10] findings;
and the fish in our study still exhibited isotopic turnover, while they did not experience
substantial growth.

The variable turnover rates among the different tissues that were sampled can be
attributed to the variability in the biochemical composition as well as the anabolic and
catabolic processes responsible for the metabolic process [10,39,40]. In the low-growth
scenario, the percentage that the metabolism contributed to the overall turnover (MTO) was
consistently between 93 and 97% for both diets, indicating that metabolic activity, as op-
posed to growth, is the primary mechanism behind the tissue turnover in this study. There-
fore, different turnover rates between tissues can be attributed to the different metabolic
activity that governs each tissue. For example, the liver provides regulatory activity and,
thus, has a continuous protein turnover, while muscle and skin, as structural tissues, have
relatively low turnovers when growth is minimal [38,41,42]. Indeed, previous work has
demonstrated the increased contribution of catabolism in isotopic turnover in fish liver
tissues compared with muscle and skin tissues [42,43].

That said, the only other previous study on winter flounder in a controlled setting
reported growth as the primary factor contributing to tissue turnover [14]; however, that
study estimated the initial masses of small fish undergoing metamorphosis, using a regres-
sion approach as opposed to tracking actual fish growth. Additionally, Bosley et al. [14]
controlled for the variable of temperature, which allowed for the promotion of growth,
while our study followed the natural fluctuations in the ambient estuary temperature,
resulting in average temperatures that are below the range needed for development
and growth.

These discrepancies could explain the differences between this study and previous
work on flounder, which may have limited the fish in this experiment to reach maximum
growth rates, particularly with respect to the temperature range. Ectothermic organisms
that rely on external temperatures for metabolic regulation are known to have inconsistent
growth patterns yearly. Perga and Gerdeaux [44] demonstrated that when temperatures
were too low to support growth, isotopic turnover still occurred in metabolically active
liver tissues, while muscle tissues continued to reflect food consumed during times of
growth. Similarly, arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) have rapid isotopic turnover in tissues that
are otherwise considered to have a slow turnover, particularly when growth is limited [40].
When the anabolic synthesis of new tissues is not the primary function of the tissue
turnover, catabolic processes that break down compounds from the diet may contribute to
the increased rates of protein turnover seen in both that study and for the winter flounder
given the krill in our study.

The differences in turnover rates between the two experimental groups may be due to
differences in protein and lipid composition between the krill and mysis diets, as well as
the efficiency with which flounder are able to digest and assimilate the different prey items.
The dietary nitrogen content is known to affect both the tissue fractionation and isotope
turnover [45], while the dietary quality has an additional influence on tissue turnover
rates [12]. The dietary variation in the protein content and the composition of amino
acids differ in their assimilation in tissue maintenance and mobilization in different tissue
components, while the excretion of heavier isotopes through cellular metabolism can vary
between different tissues [6]. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the amino
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acid composition and isotopic differences between the mysis and krill are related to the
metabolic processes influencing the turnover in nitrogen isotopes.

In terms of isotopic values, the krill used in this study were substantially depleted
in δ15N relative to the mysis that were used. The larger difference between the base δ15N
values in winter flounder tissues and the krill diet compared to the base winter flounder
δ15N values and the mysis diet could explain the discrepancy in turnover hierarchies
between the two experimental groups. Indeed, a similar study on lab-reared Atlantic
croaker showed that when a lower-quality protein, lower δ15N-value diet was used, isotopic
signals of dietary change were harder to detect [46]. The krill used in this study contained
less protein and more lipids than the mysis and resulted in tissue turnover rates that strayed
from the anticipated hierarchy. Although this may have been a mechanism behind the
different hierarchy of the tissue turnover between the two diets, further research would be
warranted to explore the relationships between the diet and metabolism or assimilation
of specific amino acids to synthesize or maintain tissues. As the biochemical mechanisms
of isotopic incorporation can vary based on the diet quality, future work should consider
these relationships when applying stable isotope analysis in the field.

4.1.2. Carbon

The patterns of δ13C turnover were not as clear as those of δ15N; however, modeling
still revealed differences between the four tissues that were sampled and the two diets that
were used. Unexpectedly, the fish on the krill diet exhibited muscle tissue with the quickest
turnover of δ13C (57 days), followed by the digestive (100 days) and skin (102 days) tissues.
The liver isotopic turnover rates of δ13C values for the fish on the krill diet were unable to
be estimated; this could be due to the similarity between the base values for δ13C and the
dietary δ13C, where the liver tissue started at −26.3‰, and the krill that were used had a
δ13C value of −26.2‰, leading to the inability to detect a clear turnover through modeling.
In a similar diet-switch experiment, the insignificant magnitude of the differences between
the base diet and the experimental diet did, indeed, prevent turnover measurements [47].
Additionally, lipid-heavy diets, such as the krill that were used in this study (>0.5%), are
known to be depleted in 13C [8], resulting in decreased δ13C values. The lipid contents of
this diet may have influenced the δ13C dynamics, complicating the ability to detect clear
patterns of isotopic turnover.

In contrast, the δ13C value of mysis that were used was distinctly enriched relative to
the base δ13C values in the fish tissues, which was clearly reflected in the isotopic turnover
in all the tissues across the experimental period. The mysis shrimp used in this study had
a δ13C value of −21.2‰, providing an ample difference between the starting δ13C value
of −29.6‰ from the initial diet. For the tank B fish given the mysis, the muscle tissues
did have the expected slowest turnover (93 days), followed by the liver tissue (32 days),
while the skin (15 days) and digestive (13 days) tissues turned over relatively quickly.
Indeed, Buchheister and Latour [10] demonstrated that the half-lives of δ13C in the liver
were substantially shorter (20 days) compared to the muscle δ13C half-lives (297 days).

The discrepancies between the half-life hierarchies in our two experimental groups
and between this study and previous work could be a mechanism of the minimal growth of
winter flounder in the experimental period. Watanabe et al. [31] concluded that changes in
carbon isotope ratios are directly related to the growth rates of the fish after a diet change,
particularly for tissues that are highly reliant upon nutritional conditions. Therefore, when
nutritional differences exist between diets that affect growth, changes in δ 13C values
may not be as readily apparent compared to changes in δ15N values. Overall, the large
differences between the turnover times with respect to δ 13C values indicates the importance
of considering the tissue, time of year, and stage of maturity when applied to field studies.

4.2. TDF

One of the primary considerations in stable isotope studies is the fractionation between
the diet and the organism, where typical teleost fish are considered to have a 3.4‰ frac-
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tionation for δ15N values and a 0.4‰ fractionation for δ13C values [9]. More recent isotopic
analyses have also explored tissue-specific discrimination factors, where species-specific
and tissue-specific differences have been demonstrated [12,38,48–50].

The ∆ δ15N values fell within the range of accepted values for the variety of tissues
used in both experimental groups. The Tank A fish given the krill ranged from 0.8 to 1.9‰
in quicker-turnover tissues and from 5.3 to 6.1‰ in slower-turnover tissues. The Tank B
fish had a lower range from 1.7 to 3.2‰ across all the tissues. The larger range of values
between the tissues for the fish on the krill diet compared to the fish given the mysis was
unsurprising given the magnitude of the difference between the initial diets of silverside
(δ15N = 20) and krill (δ15N = 5) compared to the mysis (δ15N = 10).

Our ∆ δ15N values agree with reported ∆ δ15N values from similar studies, where
Atlantic croaker ranged from 3 to 6.5‰ [12], summer flounder ranged from 2.1 to 2.5‰ [10],
and 3.5–3.7‰ was observed for marbled flounder [13,22]. Our large range of ∆ δ15N values
reflects the range of tissues used in this study. As it takes longer for tissues such as muscle
to equilibrate to the diet, high TDF values in those tissues would be expected owing to the
greater magnitude of the difference between the δ15N values in tissues and that of the diet.
Indeed, our ∆ δ15N hierarchy (∆15Ndigestive < ∆15Nliver < ∆15Nskin < ∆15Nmuscle) matches
previous work that demonstrates ∆ δ15N values are lower in quicker-turnover tissues, such
as the liver, compared to slower tissues, such as muscle [10,38,41,51]. Although few studies
have compared this range of tissues and diets in a lab setting, the known biochemical
differences across these tissues contribute to the range of TDFs found in this study.

Unsurprisingly, the range of ∆ δ13C values was much narrower compared to that of
∆ δ15N values. TDFs for δ13C were also far more similar between diets compared to the
range of ∆ δ15N values. The initial base diet had an average δ13C value (−29.6‰) that was
closer to the dietary δ13C values of krill (−26.2‰) and mysis (−21.2‰). As the magnitude
of the difference is lower for δ13C compared to δ15N between the two diets, all the tissues
were closer to equilibrium and, therefore, had lower TDF values in general. Our range
of ∆ δ13C values matches closely with that in previous work showing a range from 0 to
4‰ among tissues [12,38,52] and reflects the biochemical differences of untreated tissues.
High lipid contents in liver and digestive tissues influence δ13C depletion in those tissues
relative to the more proteinaceous muscle and skin tissues. This is likely the mechanism
behind the hierarchy of ∆ δ13C values (∆13Cdigestive < ∆13Cliver < ∆13Cmuscle < ∆13Cskin)
and is corroborated by ∆ δ13C values found in previous work [10,12,38,53].

5. Conclusions

This study quantified the isotopic turnover rates in multiple tissues of winter flounder.
For fish experiencing minimal growth, we show that isotopic turnover can still occur as a
function of the metabolic activity governing the cellular processes of catabolism in various
tissues. We demonstrated that the magnitude of the difference between the base isotope
values and dietary isotope values and the nutritional composition of the diet influence the
rate of isotopic turnover in the tissues. For δ15N values, the winter flounder in this study
showed the fastest equilibration with the diet that had the largest difference first in the
digestive tissues, followed by the muscle and skin tissues, and the liver tissue showed the
slowest equilibration. Similarly, δ13C showed a more consistent equilibration with the diet
when the largest discrepancy existed first in the digestive tissues, followed by the skin,
liver, and muscle tissues. We demonstrated that the nutritional composition of the diet will
influence the turnover rates, where a more lipid-enriched diet can impact the δ13C values if
not treated, and a higher-protein diet can influence the δ15N dynamics. The results of this
study can be applied to future field studies to improve the accuracy in determining dietary
sources when considering multiple tissues with variable turnover rates.
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